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In the Matter of Alternative 
Regulatory Frameworks for Local 
Exchange Carriers. 
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I.87-11-0~3 

(Fi1e~ November Z5~ 1987) 

(See Appen~ix A for appearances.) 

IN'1'ERXK OPINION ON MOTION BY 
omSIQH .. OF RADPAXER-ADVcx;A.'U~ 

On August S, 1985 the Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
(ORA.) filed a motion in Investigation CI.) 87-11-03.3 in which it 
asks the Commission to- c:1elete the requirement in Resolution ALJ-1GO 
that Pacif'ic Bell (Pacific) tender a 1990' rate case. ORA proposes 
instead that the Commission update Pacific's revenue requirements 
in Phase II of this investigation and direct Pacifi'c and GTE ' 
california Incorporated (GTEC) to make 1990 attrition filings on 
October 1, 19&9. Pacific and GTEC filed responses 'to the ORA 
motion ~ API Alarm Systems (API) filed' a reply-to GTEC"s filing ~ and . ' 

ORA filed a reply to ~oth Pacifie's and GTEC"s responses. 
ORA Hoti9n 

ORA points out that in Resolution AtJ-160 the Commission 
stated the following intent:: 

H(I)f proposals to fashion a new regulatory 
framework are not ready for implementation by 
year-end 198:8.', we will take further action to 
require Pacific Bell to .!ile for a general rate 
case in the fall of 1988 using a 1990 test 
year. H 

ORA notes that the . Commission currently plans to, conclude 
Phase· II of thisproceedinq in the first quarter of 19S9. ORA. asks. 
that further instruction ~e given regardinq the test: year 1990- rate 
case contemplated.~y Resolution ALJ-160 and presents its 
alternative proposal. 
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In ORA's view, any alternative regulatory framework 
emanating from Phase .II of this investigation should be launched 
for Pacific based. on a "new, properly aCl.justed, 'current mode of 
operations' rate level, financial, and revenue requirement 
perspective." It contends that this is necessary both to· assure 
equity to ratepayers in 1990 and to allow a clear review of the 
benefits of ~y adopted alternate regulatory fr~~ework. 

DRA contemplates that adjustment of Facific's revenue 
requirements could be incorporated into hearings on implementation 
of a Phase II decision in lieu of a test year 1990 qeneral rate 
ease. DR1\. proposes use of actual 1988 data with ratemakinq 
adjustments. It states that by applyinq adopted attrition formulae 
to 1988 recorded results of operations. the reality of current 
actual operations would be captured including effiCiencies Pacific 
has ilnplemented since 198&. DR1\. believes that a review of' 
Pacific's capital structure and cost of capital in light of 
prevailing economic conditions would also-be appropriate .. 

ORA contemplates that Phase II revenue requirement 
adjustment and implementation bearings could oceur approximately in 
the second quarter of 1989 and a decision could be rendered early 
in the third quarter of 1989. Following that,. Pacific and GTEC 
would make 1990 attrition year advice letter tilings. on October 1, 
1989, with Pacific's filing to be based on the adopted,. adjusted 
1988 results of operations and Gl'EC's filing to· be based. on the 
revenue requirements adopted through its regular 198~ attrition 
procedure. ORA concludes that' its proposed approach would reduce 
the potential for controversy and as· a result. would be relatively 
easy to· implement, without the longer lead time and hearing' time'o! 
a formal rate case. 
Re$pOns~s to DBA's Motion 

Paciti~ agrees. with ORA that Pacific should not be 
required to file a 1990 rate case,.statinq that it wouldloe 
unnecessarily burdensome for parties t~ participate in Phase II of 
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this inve~tigation and a general rate case simultaneously. 
Moreover, in Pacific's view, a 1990 rate case is unnecessary 
because the Commission plans to a~opt a new regulatory framework in 
Phase II which could eliminate the need to pursue this traditional 
form of regulation. 

Pacific argues,. however,. that :both ORA's proposal to 
require 1990 attrition advice letter filings and its request that 
the 1990 attrition methodology use ActUAl,. rather than a~opted, 
results of operations are premature, 'pointing out that one of the 
issues in Phase II is the updating mechanism which would :be 

appropriate for each party's recommended rate~aking approach. 
Pacific concludes that Phase II is the proper forum to examine 
these aspects of ORA's motion. 

While GTEC takes no posit.ion on ORA's'request that 
Pacific's filing of a general rate case be deferred, GTEC objects 
strongly to ORA's proposal to insert Pacific revenue requirements 
issues in this proceeding,. on the" grounds 1:ha t this would unduly 
delay the establismnent of a new rate design for G'I'EC.. G'I'EC and 
Paeific are both skeptical that ~e revenue requirements 
adjustme~ts contemplated ~yORA could be handled quickly. 'I'hese 
parties fear that the unspecified ratemaking adjustments 
contemplated :by ORA would produce contentious and extensive 
litiqation. Pacific fears that ORA's proposal could be tantamount 
to a traditional rate case proceeding, except· that it would b~ 
based on a prior test year. 

G'I'EC states that most of the parties to Phase II, 
particularly other local exchange carriers such as G'I'EC, would have 
only limited interest in Pacific's. revenue requirements issues. If' 
the commission grants ORA's motion, G'I'EC asks that the Commission 
recognize GTEC's urgent need for an updated· rate structure and 
issue a decision based on the record,already·developed in 
Application CA.) 87-01~002,. GTEC's 19Ss:. test year rate case • 
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API rebuts G~EC's opposition to ORA's motion. First, API 
holds the view that G~EC would not have to participate in any 
hearings devoted solely to updating Pacific's revenue requirements. 
At the same time, API believes that the proceeding would address 
the revenue requirements of both Pacific and GtEC and thus that 
G~EC would not be a mere bystander but an active participant. API 
also believes that, while addressing revenue requirements issues as 
proposed by ORA would consume some hearing time, it would avoid the 
longer lead tilue and he.tting time inherent in a full-blown rate 
case. Finally, API represents that G~EC itself in A.SS-07-0S4 

argues that certain central office-based services offered by G~EC 
are based on outdated costs, and concludes that it appears. to be in' 

p 

G~EC's own interest to have such costs Updated. API concludes that 
G~EC~s opposition to ORA's motion is. without merit and should be 

rejected. 
In its reply, ORA states that an implementation 

proceeding, including a final· rate design, will be necessary 
following Phase II in this investigation, in order to layout 
precisely the steps to be taken to implement any new regulatory 
framework adopted by the commission. ORA states that the 
Commission has already indicated its intention to-complete pacific 
and G'I'EC rate designs in such proceedings, and asserts that a 
necessary adj unet is to· adj,ust the revenue requirements of these 
utilities at that time.. oRA's.view is that substantial reductions 
in Pacific's ::evenue requirements are necessary and appropriate for '. 
1990, citing its. testimony submitted in Phase II that a reduction
of at least $400 million would be appropriate. Rather than 
broadening thc"hearings, ORA asserts that.its proposal is a 
practical and effective procedure for implementing a new regulatory 
framework. 

ORA states that the Commission should appropriately issue 
an order now to provide an adequate lead time for pacific to plan 
for its 1990 attrition filing based on 1988; recorded results of 
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example, development of a supplemental rate 
design or of criteria for determination of the 
extent of competitiveness of certain services 
and the lifting of entry barriers for 
competitive services. Alternatively, further 
evidence regarding the effects of specific 
proposals on, for example" settlements may :be 
needed before. a statewide policy can be 
adopted. These uncertainties buttress our 
conclusion that procedural steps beyond Phase 
II are best developed once Phase II is well 
underway or completed .. " (0 .. 88-08-02'4, mimeo .. 
p- 29.) 

Nothing in ORA's motion convinces us that procedural 
steps l:Ieyond the currently scheduled Phase II.hearinq should be 

established at this time.. If ORA continues to believe that a 
separate implementation proceeding is needed, it should present 
this as part of its Phase II testilDony.. We will wait until Phase 
II is further developed before decidinq such matters. 

In conclusion, ORA's motion should be qranted·at this 
time only to the extent that Pacific Should· not be required to file 
a 1990 qeneral rate case.. ORA's other proposals are appropriately 
considered in Phase II of this investiqation~ 
PiDdings of Fact 

1.. DRA filed a motion in I .. S7-11-033 in which it asks the 
commission to delete the requirement in Resolution ALJ-160 that' 
Pacific tender a 1990 general rate case and .instead to update 
Pacific's revenue requirements in this 'investigation and direct 
Pacific and GTEC to make 1990' attrition filinqs. 

2.. A requirement that Pacific file an application for a 1990 
qeneral rate case in the fall of 1988 could prove an unnecessary 
and unproductive use of parties' resources .. 

3.. 'l'he type of updatinq or attrition process which should be·" 

used in conjunction with proposed· requlatory changes is a Phase II 
issue in this investigation .. 

4.. Consideration of ORA's proposals reqardinq a 1990 
attrition process would be premature at this time. 
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operations. DRA concludes that the only alternative appears to be 
a Commission order reaftirming its previous order that Pacitic 
should tender its next rate case this fall. 
Discussion 

All parties are in agreement that Pacific should not ~ 
required to file a 1990 general rate case this tall. We agree that 
this could prove to be an unnecessary and unproductive use of 
parties' resources in light of the reconsideration ot the overall 
regulatory approach in progress in Phase II of this investigation. 
Pacific will not be required to make such a filing. 

Parties disagree, however, on whether the utilities' 
revenue requirements should be updated tor 1990 as part ot 
implementation of any regulatory changes adopted in Phase II of 
this investigation. Pacific correctly points out that the type of 
updating or attrition process to be used in conjunction with any 
changes in regulatory approach is a Phase II issue. We agree with 
Pacific that consideration of ORA's proposals regarding a 1990 

attrition proeess would be premature at this time. ORA should :ma:ke 
its proposals in Phase II. 

DRA also states that additional proceedings will be 

necessary to implement any regulatory changes adoptecl in Phase II. 
While this may be ORA' s position, the issue has not been ··resol ved. 
In 0.88-08-024, we stated that: 

WIt is our hope that any re~latory chan~es 
adopted in Phase II can be 1mplementedd1rectly 
as a result of Phase II.. We· require that 
parties specifically address whether their 
regulatory proposals can be tmplemented 
tOllowing Phase II. or whether a tollowup 
proceeding, as envisioned by ORA, would be 
needed. 

Wlndependent otparties' positions, there is no 
certainty in this regard until the record is 
developed. Xt is conceivable that we would 
conclude at the end of Phase II that an overall 
framework should be adopted but that· 
implementation of ·some or· all ot it· should be 
delayed pending further proceedings." It could 
be that. full implementation" would require , for 
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example, development of a supplemental rate 
design or of criteria for determination of the 
extent of competitiveness of certain services 
and the lifting of entry barriers for 
competitive services. Alternatively, ~urther 
evidence regarding the effects of specific 
proposals on, for eXalIIple, settlements may be 
needed before a statewide poliey can be 
adopted. These uncertainties buttress our 
conclusion that procedural steps beyond Phase 
II are best developed once Phase II is well 
unClerway or completed." (0.88-08-02'4, milneo. 
p. 29.) 

Nothinq in ORA's motion convinces us that procedural 
steps beyond the currently SCheduled Phase II hearinq should be 

established at this tilne. If DRA continues to believe that a 
separate implementation proceeClinq is needed, it should present 
this as part of its Phase II testimony. We will wait until Phase 
II is further d.eveloped before deciding such matters. 

In conclusion, ORA's motlon should be granted at this 
time only to the extent that Pacific should not be required to tile 
a 1990 general rate case. ORA's other proposals are appropriately 
considered in Phase II of this investiqation~ 
findings 2: Fact 

l. ORA tiled a motion in 1.8.7-ll-03-3 in which' it asks the 
Commission to delete the requirement in Resolution AIJ-160 that 
Pacific tender, a 1990 general rate case and instead to-update 
Pacific's revenue requirements in this investiqation and direct' 
Pacific and GTEC to make 1990 attrition filings. 

2. A requirement that Pacific tile an, application tor a 1990 
qeneral rate case in, the tall ot 198'8 could prove an unnecessary 
and unproductive, use of parties' resources~, 

3. The type ot updatinq or attrition process which should. be' 
used in conjunction with proposed, r~latory Changes is ~ P~se XI .. 
issue in this investigation. 

4. Consideration of ORA's proposals regarding a 1990 
attrition process would be premature at thisttme. 
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Conclusions of Law 
1. Pacific should not be required to file a 1990 general 

rate case. 
2. Except to the extent granted herein,. ORA's motion filed 

August, 8, 1988 should be denied. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
. 1. Pacifie Bell, is relieved of th~ requirement imposed in 

Resolution ALJ-160 that it tile for a gcneral rate ease in the fall 
of 1988 using a 1990 test year. 

2. '1'0 the extent not otherwise granted. by this order,. the 
Motion by the Division o,t Ratepayer Ad.vocates to· Deter the Filin9' 
by Pacific Bell of a 1990 Ratecase and. in Lieu '1'hereof to Consider 
certain Revenue Requirement Issues During Phase II of the 

, .' 
Regulatory Framework Proceeding filed August S, 1988 ~s denied • 

. -." 

This order is effective today ... 
Dated Ocr 26" :J988 in San Franeiseo,. California .. 

I 

STA.NI.EY W. HULE'I'T 
President, , 

DONALD VIAL 
FREDERICK :a DUDA 
JOHN B. OHA..'lIAN 

Commissioners 

:',.C0r:'missioner G. Mitchell Wilk 
-bel.nq necessarily absent ciid' 
not par,ticipate. ,. 'I"· " 

: ·1 
! 
'-, : . .., 

, I 

r CERt!1:Y~'~~T THtS' OEOSION ' , 
WAS. ..... 'A??ROVEO BY THE: ABOve;,', :," 
COMMISSIO~RS TOOAY .. ' 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 1 

List of Appea@nces 

Respondents: Davis, Younq & Mendelson, by ~ffrey F. Beck, 
Attorney at Law, for CP National, Evans Telephone Company, GTE 
West Coast Incorporated, Happy Valley Telephone Company, 
Hornitos Telephone Company, Kerman Telephone Company, Pinnacles 
Telephone company, Sierra Telephone Company, The Siskiyou 
Telephone Company, Tuolumne Telephone Company, The Volcano 
Telephone Company, and Winterhaven Telephone Company; Thelen, 
Marrin, Johnson & Bridges, by Ellen peut~ and Andrew Mulitz, 
Attorneys at Law, for citizens utilities of california; Orrick, 
Herrington & Sutcliffe, by Robert G19istein, Attorney at Law, 
for Contel of California, Inc.; Kim C. Mahoney, for c~ National: 
~l J. Mccarthy and Michael D. Sasser, Attorneys at Law, for 
pacific Bell; Kenneth K. Okcl, Peter K. Plaut, and Ro~ert N. 
Herrera, Attorneys at Law, for GTE California Incorporated; 
Pelavin & Norberq, by Alvin H. Pelavin, Attorney at Law, and 
Cooper, White & Cooper, by E. Garth Black and Mark P. Schreiber, 
Attorneys at Law, for Calaveras Telephone Company, California
Oreqon Telephone Company, Ducor Telephone Company, Foresthill 
Telephone Company, and The Ponderosa Telephone Company; Cooper, 
White & Cooper,. by E. Garth Black and Mark P. Schreiber, 
Attorneys at Law, for Roseville Telephone Company; and 
p. c. William~, for Evans Telephone Company. . . 

Interested Puties: ~. Hayden Ames·, .Attorney at Law, for 
Chickering & Gregory; Steven J. Anderson,. for Centrex User Group 
of Northern California; ~try' Apple~, for Security pacific 
Automation Company; Mark Barmore, Attorney at Law, for Toward 
Utility Rate Nor.malization· (TURN); Blumenfeld .. Cohen & Waitzkin, 
by Jeffery Blumenfeld, Attorney at Law, for Centex 
Telemanagement, Inc.; Jackson, Tufts, Cole & Blaek, by 
William H. Booth and Joseph S. ~aber, Attorneys at Law, for 
california Bankers Clear inC] House' Association and Tele
Communications Association;.StephE:;Dp'. Bowen,. Attorney at LaW, 
for MCI Telecommunieations corporation; Robert Bral, for Bittel 
TelecommunicationsCorporation~ R9g~r R. Bruhn, for Lockheed 
Missiles & Space Company; ~:ter A. caseia:t2"Attorney' at Law, 
for cable & Wireless Communications, Inc.~ Randolph W.peutseh 
and Richard A. Bromley, Attorneys at' Law, for M&T 
Communications; Blooston. and Mordkofsky, by: ~n H. pickens. Jr., 
Attorney at Law, for API Alarm Systems~ Paul Fa>1elli,. for 
Senator Herschel Rosenthal; William· G. Irving,for county of 
Los Angeles; James L. Lewi~, Attorney at LaW,. for MCI 
Telecommunications corporation; Graham & James,· by Martin A. 
Matte~ and Rachelle Chonq,Attorneys at Law, for Centex 
Telemana~ement, Inc. and California Cable Television 
Associat.on ~ Robert Jacobs2n and carolyn Veal, for Asselllblywoman 
Gwen Moore; Miehael A.·Morris, Janice F. Hill,. and William H. 
Winter, Attorneys at LaW, for California Cable Television 

., . 
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Association; ~rry O'B;tien and Diane Martinez, for API Alarm 
Systems; Shea & Gould, ~y Alan Peeper, Attorney at Law, for 
Western Burglar & Fire Alarm Association; ~try A. R~~, for 
California Telephone Association; A~st S~ira~n, for State of 
California, telecommunications Division; ~~rl Ni~holas Selb~, 
Attorney at Law, for Bay Area teleport; cecil 0. Sim~son. ~., . 
for u.s. Department of Defense and All other Federal Executive 
Agencies; Shelley Ilene Smith, Attorney at ~w, for city o~ 
Los Angeles; Louise Renne, City Attorney, ~y Leonatd L. snai~r, 
Deputy city Attorney, for the city and County of San Franeise~: 
~ney Thom'Qssm" for Bakarat, Howard & Chaniberlin; ~Mes ;a;neaton 
ana Robert Fellmeth, Attorneys at Law, for Center tor l?'Ilblie . 
Interest Law; P.\lyllis A. Whitt~n, Attorney at Law, for O'S Sprint 
Communieations company; John Witt,.. city Attorney, by William 
Slat'fGn and Leslie J .. Girard, Deputy city Attorneys, tor City 
of San Diego·; Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, by BObert N. LowrY 
and Gordon E. Davis, Attorneys at Law, for the Dun & Bradstreet 
corporation, Reuben H. Donnelley corporation, and Oonnelley 
Information l?'Ilblishinq , Inc .. ; Armour, St. John, Wilcox:, Goodin & 
Shlotz, by Th9~s J. MacBride. Jr., for Long Distance telephone 
companies and Telephone Answering Services of california; 
Alannah Kinser, for Public Advisor's Office; EQk~rt GnAizdA~ 
Attorney at LaW, for Public Advocates;, XSU:L9bi OkumUrA,. tor the 
Division of Consumer Advocacy, State of Hawaii;. and Edward 
Puncan, William VictQr, and SidneyJ, Webk; for themselves. 

Division o:t Ratepayer Advocates: Rufus G. Tba~t, Attorney at Law, 
Louis And~o,. DAVid G~son, ~om ~, payid snantz, WilliAm 
lhompson, and Emily Matks. 

Commission Advisoxy and Compliance Division: Kevin p.. coughlan. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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operations. ORA concludes that the only alternative a 
a Commission order reaffirminq its previous order th 
should tender its next rate case this fall. 
DisY'~ssiQn 

All parties are in agreement that Paci ic should not be 
required to file a 1990 general rate case this all. We agree that 
this could prove to be an unnecessary and unp oductive use of 
parties' resources in light of the reconside ation of the overall 
regulatory approach in progress in Phase I of this investigation. 
Pacific will not be required to make such a filing. 

Parties disagree, however, on hether the utilities' 
revenue requirements should be updated or 1990 as part of 
implementation of any regulatory chan as adopted in Phase II of 
this investiqat~on. Pacific corre y points out that th~ type of 
updating or attrition process to b 
changes in regulatory approaeh is 

used in conjunction with any 
Phase II issue. We agree with 

Pacific that consideration of 0 's proposals regarding a 1990· 
attrition process would be premiture at thistime~ ORA shOUld make 
its proposals in, Phase II. / 

ORA. also states thlt additional proceedings will be 
legulatory changes adopted in Phase II. 

This runs counter to 0.88 08-02'4, where we stated. that: 
"It is our hop that any regulatory changes 
adopted in Ph se II can be implemented directly 
as a resultf Phase II. We require that 
parties spe ifically address whether their 
regulatory roposals can be implemented 
following-phase II or Whether a followp 
proceedi,. as envisioned by ORA, would be 
needed. ' 

of parties' positions,. there. is no 
certa nty in this regarc1 until the record is 
deve oped. It is conceivable that we would· 
conuc1e at the end of Phase II that an· overall 
fr ework should be adopted but that 
i lementation of some or all of it should be 

layed pending further~roeeeding$. It could 
e that full implementat~on would require, for 
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